MANAGING A MODERN IT ENVIRONMENT

Stay in control of your data with our backup & recovery service
BackupSimple for your evolving business needs

Increasingly, business related applications, transactions and data are handled through a variety of cloud solutions. This can cause data and files to be lost or deleted by a simple mistaken click. In addition, there are a myriad challenges threatening the security of your data including complexity & growth of the data environment, security & compliance, performance of the backup solution and holes in the intellectual property transfer.

Gain complete control of your backup & recovery environment

When it comes to their own data security, many organizations completely rely on their cloud vendors thinking its Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) offering also includes a complete backup and recovery solution. But, beware of the unexpected! Although cloud providers do handle some backup and recovery features, most of them will not be extensive enough to meet your business standards. Consider the following: Your SQL online database is being attacked by hackers and the need to protect and recover this data is vital to your business continuity. Does your cloud publisher automatically back up your data? Typically – no. When it comes to the data environment, each company is responsible for backing up its own data.

Ensuring your data is backed up and available becomes increasingly complex as your business expands to include on-premises and multiple cloud service providers. With every additional provider, your data becomes more siloed and requires specialized skills to architect and operate dedicated backup solutions. These backup pains will only increase as your IT landscape grows and compliance gets ever more demanding.

SoftwareONE’s BackupSimple service provides comprehensive and streamlined data recovery - centralizing all of your backup needs. From Microsoft Azure and AWS through to Office 365, BackupSimple provides a single secure, scalable and resilient platform which you control.

Your BackupSimple Benefits

› Less effort & complexity – Automatically detect, compress and deduplicate your various sources of backup & manage on-premises/ hybrid/ cloud platforms to gain an easy and accurate 360° overview

› Optimizing your operational costs – Consolidation on backup solutions, lowering training costs & reduction of unnecessary maintenance and support contracts

› Improve security & gain confidence – Full transparency about status of all backup jobs between public cloud and hybrid environments

› Backup compliance – Achieve ongoing compliance with your own backup policies and security obligations

“Keep it simple and protect your business data in a fast-changing world: You’re in control, you own your data – we manage the solution.”
MAKING DATA BACKUP AND RECOVERY SIMPLE

Based on your challenges, we have developed BackupSimple, a comprehensive solution for backup and restore services. With a market-leading range of backup targets and simple pricing, per server or user, backup and recovery become simple. Simple setup. Simple support. Simple control. All with no upfront capital cost or financial commitment.

What does it mean for your daily work? You have a single console to manage all backup and restore jobs. You connect to different cloud providers and on-premises systems. You can back up both cloud and on-premises environments to the cloud environment of your choice.

The system ensures that your backups are recoverable, and you decide to which environment you want to restore the data in the event of an emergency or a change of environment. In case you need any personal support, our backup experts in the support center are ready to help at any time.

At SoftwareONE, we help you prepare yourself for your security challenges. BackupSimple is our highly secure backup-as-a-service solution to prevent accidental deletion of your data in your IT environment – be it on-premises, hybrid or from the cloud. Our approach is not only to help a company deliver new solutions and workloads, but also to be a reliable partner throughout the entire cloud lifecycle.

With BackupSimple supporting various cloud providers such as AWS or Microsoft Azure and based on your preferred deployment options you can easily and flexibly store any of your backups wherever you like.

If you’re looking for personal assistance and guidance on how to build the perfect backup and recovery solution for your organization contact us today!